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Unit 1:  
Randy Haldeman currently holds the appointment of Director of Choral Studies and Professor of 
Choral Music Education at the University of North Carolina - Charlotte, where he directs choirs 
and teaches conducting and choral music education classes. Born in Wisconsin, Haldeman has 
taught music to all age levels and has enjoyed an extensive and varied performing career. He is 
published with Walton, Colla Voce, and Éditions G.A.M. He appears annually as a conductor 
and clinician in France, Italy, Spain, and the UK. Haldeman earned the BM in Vocal 
Performance (University of Wisconsin-Whitewater), the MM in Voice and Opera Performance 
(Northwestern University), and the Ph.D. in Music Education (Choral Conducting emphasis) 
from The Florida State University.  
 
Unit 2: Composition 
Verduron is a traditional folk song from the Channel Islands, located off the coast of Normandy 
in the English Channel. The two largest islands in this grouping are Guernsey and Jersey, where 
the local inhabitants speak a number of dialects derived from Norman French, mainland French, 
and English. The cultural identities of the people form an interesting amalgamation of Great 
Britain, Brittany, and Normandy, thus generating a rich and interesting folk music tradition.  
 
Haldeman first encountered this folk song while visiting Jersey, where he recorded and 
transcribed this set-piece, a common performance practice in reels and other traditional dance 
music where two tunes are combined into a continuous medley. An instrumental reel in the style 
of a Dans Loudieg forms the basis for the piano accompaniment, which is layered with the 
rollicking folk tune, “Verdurõn, Verduronet’o.” 
 
Haldeman has published two other arrangements of folk tunes from the Channel Islands, Belle 
Rose and Les Trois Demoiselles et Le Cordonnier. 
 
Unit 3: Historical Perspective 
Verduron is a village just outside Marseille, on the opposite side of France from the Channel 
Islands on the French Riviera. "Verdurõn” historically was an unflattering reference to an 
inhabitant of the town. Haldeman offers this context:  
 
“While nowadays it is just another suburb of Marseille, indistinguishable from the other canton              
around it, at one time it was considered very provincial and backwards. Therefore, people who               



came from there were considered bumpkins or hicks, and the term became generalized across              
France. "Verduronette" is a patronizing diminutive of the female form of the word (in the song, it                 
is an apocopation with an added "o"). How the term journeyed up to the Brittany coast is a                  
matter of some speculation, but it seems likely to have been transferred there via the seaport of                 
Brest.... Presumably, sailors who frequented the southern ports of Marseille and Toulon would             
have carried the appellation to Brest, and from there it spread throughout the Brittany (Britannic)               
coastal region, including the Channel Islands.” 1 

 
Unit 4: Technical Considerations 
The individual components of this piece are each quite achievable by a skilled high school choir. 
The fun and challenge of learning this piece will be to combine the component parts into the 
greater sum. For instance, the reel incorporates traditional elements of uneven phrase length and 
broken meter. The quick tempo of the text takes on a patter element, while the hand claps and 
body percussion add an extra element to enliven the performance.  
 
Ranges for the voice parts are as follows:  
Soprano: B♭3 - G5 
Alto: B♭3 - C5 
Tenor: B♭2 - G4 
Bass: B♭2 - D♭4 
 
Unit 5: Stylistic Considerations 
The piece was conceived, written, and initially performed with traditional instruments and 
dancers: Uilleann pipes, Irish fiddles, bhodrán, and guitar as an improvised accompaniment. If 
such a Celtic pub band is unavailable for your performance, the piece will require a capable 
pianist, as they will essentially perform the equivalent of an orchestral reduction. Haldeman 
suggests that the dance break should sound improvised, even if that requires substituting the 
written virtuosic piano part for something more manageable.  
 
Hand claps and body percussion all contribute to the boisterous spirit of the piece. If the 
hand-dusting sound does not carry in your performance venue, consider adding a few 
sand-blocks to augment the part. Additionally, it is appropriate for the singers to shout out during 
the dance break. See youtube link in the listening suggestions for a performance by Michael 
Flatley with the Chieftains as an example of such shouting.  
 
Unit 6: Musical Elements and Teaching Suggestions  
MELODY: 



Haldeman describes the dance tune as “open, stark.” The phrases are quick and repetitive, 
allowing for playful embellishment accomplished by the arranger’s use of texture and 
counterpoint.  
 
As mentioned previously, the range for the upper voices requires a quick, light approach to high 
G. If your singers tense in anticipation of the high notes, I have found that sequential use of 
sirens can be helpful in alleviating such tension. Begin by singing on a neutral syllable (la will 
suffice) on C5 (down the octave for tenors) and sirening to an unspecified pitch higher than G5. 
Next, sing the C5 to G5 interval, but fall off the upper pitch, encouraging freedom through an 
extremely slippery descending glissando. Once the G5 with glissando has been established free 
from tension, ask singers to again sing the C5 to G5 interval, but sustain the G5. Ask singers to 
keep the mouth open on release of the pitch - tension often sneaks into high notes when singers 
shut down the resonance space before the note is complete. Once the sustained pitch is achieved 
with freedom and beauty, begin to shorten the duration of the sustain, eventually performing the 
melody as written.  
 
HARMONY: 
Verduron is set in C minor, primarily using pitches from the natural minor scale, enabling easy 
incorporation of solfege. This arrangement plays with SOL and SI, and TI and TE. There is one 
instance of LI being used as a passing tone between LA and TI. (For the purposes of this guide, 
these solfege pitches are according to La-based minor). Set these pitches into the ears of the 
choir by exploring the natural minor scale as well as the altered pitches out of context.  
 
RHYTHM: 
One might argue that rhythmic vitality is the most important musical element for this piece, 
given its history as a spirited dance tune. A driving sense of pulse will be required to maintain 
ensemble unity and rhythmic energy. Though set in 4/4 time, the metric stress for this piece will 
not emphasize the first and third beats. Instead, count this in 8/8 grouped as [1-2-3] [1-2-3] [1-2], 
with the primary downbeat of each phrase receiving the most stress. To set this rhythm before 
reading, ask singers to clap an 1/8th note pulse, count the 1-2-3 1-2-3- 1-2 beat groupings, and 
shift weight from side to side on each 1. When that is established, play with the overlapping 
phrases by eliminating the final grouping (1-2) every other measure, essentially establishing the 
mixed meter.  
 
Unit 7: Form and Structure (see example provided separately) 
Strophic Folk Song 
SECTION MEASURE EVENT AND SCORING 
1 mm. 1 - 3 virtuosic piano introduction 
2 mm. 4 - 7 danse tune established in piano 



3 mm. 8 - 15 Verse 1, sopranos and altos only 
4 mm. 9 - 23 Verse 2, all voices in unison 
5 mm. 24 - 33 Verse 3, tenors and basses in harmony 
6 mm. 34 - 40 Verse 4, sopranos and altos with harmony, add handclaps 
7 mm. 40 - 47 dance break - piano, hand claps, and hand dusting 
8 mm. 48 - 55 Verse 5, four part harmony, sparse piano and a capella 
9 mm. 56 - 61 Verse 6, T/B and S/A in canon 
10 mm. 62 - 68 Coda - four part harmony, piano, hand claps, hand dusting.  

 
Unit 8:  Suggested Listening 
Dans Loudieg - traditional performance of a stand-alone instrumental reel in the same style as 
the one that forms the piano accompaniment. Performed by Kornog, a folk music band from 
Brittany.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjATwvtAlk4 
 
Walton Music - the pianist in the opening of this recording demonstrates some stylistically 
appropriate improvisatory embellishments.  
https://www.giamusic.com/store/resource/verduron-wsz102 
 
Michael Flatley and the Chieftains - stylistically appropriate shout embellishments.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab_BjxJkm68 
 
 
Unit 9: Text and Translation  
The French text in this piece is Jèrriais, one of the Norman French dialects spoken in the Channel 
Islands. As such, some of the spellings and pronunciations for this text will look and sound 
unfamiliar to those fluent in mainland French, i. e. the word reinz.  Haldeman consulted a native 
linguist to prepare the text. He offers,  
 
“The lovely person who was my host on the Islands, and who carefully and meticulously               
transcribed the sung lyrics… was a careful and particular linguist who was devotedly passionate              
about the music and culture of his beloved Islands. ... While “reinz” is             
functionally/grammatically the same as the French “rien” [c.f. the translation above it], it is in               
fact a derivation from the original Norse influences, and should be pronounced as it is written:                
[reĨz] - that is, a flipped “r”, a closed “ay” [e] followed by a nasalized “i” [like the first syllable                    
in the French ingrats].” 2 

 
Another troublesome word is the final word of the refrain. In this dialect, the final syllable 
should be a closed e [e] (without a diphthong) as opposed to a schwa [ə].  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjATwvtAlk4
https://www.giamusic.com/store/resource/verduron-wsz102
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab_BjxJkm68


 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
Que fais-tu là, la belle Belle? Pêchez-vous du poisson?  

What are you doing down there, beautiful Belle? Catching fish?  
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
“Ah non,” dit-ell’, la belle Belle, “Je suis tombée dans le fond!” 

“Ah no, she says, the beautiful Belle, “I have fallen to the bottom!” 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
Que donnerez vous, la belle Belle, Nous vous retirerons?  

What will you give us, beautiful Belle, if we retrieve you? 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
Je ne suis qu’une simple fille, Je n’ai reinz à donner!  

I am just a simple maiden, I have nothing to give you! 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
Qu’un baiser sur ma bouche, Ou deux s’il vous en plaît! 

Only a kiss upon my mouth, or two, if it pleases you!  
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
Quand la belle futirée, Elle court pour la maison 

When the beauty was pulled out, she ran for the house!” 
Mit la tête a la fenêtre, Chantant un chanson:  

With her head out the window, she sang this song:  
Verdurõn, Verduronet’o Verdurõn, dirõndõnde!  
 
 
 
Unit 10: Additional References and Resources 
End Note:  

1. Haldeman, Randal. Personal Correspondence, May 2018.  
2. Ibid.  
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